Low-energy electron stimulated desorption of neutrals from multilayers of SiCl4 on Si(111).
The interaction of low-energy electrons with multilayers of SiCl(4) adsorbed on Si(111) leads to production and desorption of Cl((2)P(32)), Cl((2)P(12)), Si, and SiCl. Resonant structure in the yield versus incident electron energy (E(i)) between 6 and 12 eV was seen in all neutral channels and assigned to dissociative electron attachment (DEA), unimolecular decay of excited products produced via autodetachment and direct dissociation. These processes yield Cl((2)P(32)) and Cl((2)P(12)) with nonthermal kinetic energies of 425 and 608 meV, respectively. The Cl((2)P(12)) is produced solely at the vacuum surface interface, whereas the formation of Cl((2)P(32)) likely involves subsurface dissociation, off-normal trajectories, and collisions with neighbors. Structure in the Cl((2)P(32)) yield near 14 and 25 eV can originate from excitation of electrons in the 2e, 7t(2) and 6t(2), 6a(1) levels, respectively. Although the 14 eV feature was not present in the Cl((2)P(12)) yield, the broad 25 eV feature, which involves complex Auger filling of holes in the 6t(2) and 6a(1) levels of SiCl(4), is observed. Direct ionization, exciton decay, and DEA from secondary electron scattering all occur at E(i)>14 eV. Si and SiCl were detected via nonresonant ionization of SiCl(x) precursors that are produced via the same states and mechanisms that yield Cl. The Si retains the kinetic energy profile of the desorbed precursors.